Troubleshooting Guide

Thank you for purchasing a Brybelly Card Shuffler! Once you get your shuffler out of its box and the batteries installed, it’s pretty easy to use.

After installing your batteries, give the black "Press Down to Operate" tab a push. Make sure that both sides spin. If one or both sides are not spinning, please refer to the Troubleshooting Your Shuffler section on the back of this page.

If you’d like to view these instructions in video form, please visit: http://bit.ly/BrybellyShuffler

Setting Up Your Shuffler

1. First, place your decks of cards on either side of the shuffler.

2. Then, lower the spring-loaded platform in the center of the shuffler all the way down, and insert the clear card tray on top of it.

3. When the platform rises, make sure the wall of the card tray slides between the brackets that hold it in place. This will ensure that your card tray glides freely and that your cards don't jam.

4. When you’re ready to shuffle, hold down the long black, "Press Down to Operate" tab until your cards have finished shuffling.
Troubleshooting Your Shuffler

In the rare case your shuffler isn't operating properly, it's usually an easy fix. If one or both sides do not spin when you press the long black "Press Down to Operate" tab, then the problem lies with your gears.

There is a long, thin gear (B) that touches both the motor gear (A) and the thicker gear (C) that moves the cards. Sometimes these gears can be pushed too close together, which causes friction and stops them from spinning.

To reposition your gears:

1. Find a long, thin tool around your home, like tweezers, a pencil, or a small screwdriver.
2. Place your tool on gear B, then gently push in the opposite direction of any gear that it is touching.
3. Press the "Press Down to Operate" tab to check if function has been restored.
4. If the problem persists, be sure to check your batteries in another device.

If this fix does not work, please do not contact the retailer you purchased your shuffler from. Your shuffler is covered by Brybelly’s 30-Day Limited Warranty. Don’t hesitate to contact Brybelly Customer Care, which can be reached:

- via phone **1-800-926-7241**
- via email **info@brybelly.com**